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(NOVEMBER 1947)

PART I

A CHARTERFOR WORLD TRADE

I - GENERAL COMMENTS

1. From the very outset, the International Chamber of Commerce has given
its full and whole-hearted support to the project of establishing an
International Trade Organization. The re-establishment of the freest
possible flow of multilateral trade is in fact indispensable, if the world
is to achieve economic stability and rising standards of living. Emerging

from the greatest economic crisis in history, followed by the most
devastating of wars, the nations of the world must inevitably be
overhelmed bythe task of economic reconstruction that confronts them.

They must pull together in a common effort to overcome their divisions and

strengthen their ties. In this, international institutions can be of great
assistance, provided their members are genuinely inspired by the desireto
work out together a solution of their common problems. This implies a

renunciation of complete freedom of national action in those sectors where

action in common is indispensable, and where separate action could harm the
common endeavour. The International Chamber of Commerce has always looked
upon the proposed International Trade Organization as an agency to be built
upon a clear definition of agreed objectives in the field of international
trade and upon an equally clear renunciation by its members of certain

practices standing in the way of these objectives.
2. In its Report to the First Session of the Preparatory Committee of the

United Nations Conference on Trade and Employment, the Intenational Chamber
of Commerce urged t.;Gc "the first act of the Conference should be to draw

up a statement of principles", and that "having in the initial statement

* The Czechoslovak National Committee, while pursuing the sameobjective
as the other National Committees namely that ofensuring high and
rising satandards of liyIng for its people, feels unable to associate
itself with the I.C.C.'s Report,which in its opinion does not meet the
economic requirements of countres for which the policy of free and
expanding trade is closely and inseparably bound up with that of full
employment and economic recovery.
The Indian National Committee recorded strong opposition to certain
sections of the original draft of this Report and particularly to the
sections on economic development, foreign investments and balances
of payments. Unfortunately, the representatives of the Indian Committee
who were to attend the discussions at which the final version of the
report was drawn up, were not able to arrive in time for the meetings.

/of principles
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of principles outlined the general framework of the world economy it
has set before it as its final goal, the Conference should then survey

the immediate problems of the transition phase ..... concurrently, the

Conference should start work on the long-term elaboration of a detailed

Charter of principles an methods of action for the post-emergency period,
with particular emphasis on methods of international co-operation to cope

with future economic depressions". (Brochure 101, pages 5 and 6).

3. The I.C.C. has closely followed the London and Geneva Sessions of the

Preparatory Committee of the Trade and Employment Conference of the United

Nations. It presented to the Committee's Second Session a detailed
memorandum containing comments and suggestions regarding the Draft Charter

prepared in London and edited by the Drafting Committee in New York

(I.C.C. Brochure 106). It now presents to the Havana Conference further

comments based upon the new Draft of the I.T.O. Charter, prepared in Geneva

at the Second Session of the Preparatory Committee.

4. The suggestions the I.C.C. has offered in the past and offers now are
inspired by the profound conviction that the world stands in desperate need

of effective international economic co-operation and that an international
trade organization based on a strong and forthright Charter could be the

focal point of such co-operation. It Is because it believes that, according
to the Character of its Charter, the new Agency may make a historic

contribution to world prosperity and world peace, or become another monument
of international frustration, that the I.C.C. has been urging, and continues

to urge, the elaboration of a strong and clearly worded Charter.

5. There are two conflicting tendencies in the world today. On the one

hand, there is everywhere an overwhelming desire for peace and prosperity

based on international co-operation, on the other, there is a sharp draft

towards economic nationalism, aggravated more often than not by economic

mergencies. While seeking peace, countries are intenton maintaining the

right to take whatever measures they consider necessary for their economic

salvation. They are suspicious of limitations placed on their freedom of

action, and vary of interational commitments. Andi yet, n spite of
nationalistic anxieties, and because there somehow exists the feeling that
not only is pueace bt also prosperity indivisible, international
conferences are beilng caled and attended, and.international charters are
being worked out. Eventually, the nations of the worldwill have to choose

one road or theother; the road of sincere and comprehensive co-operation
or thatofnationalism blind to international necessities. As the I.C.C.

pointed out in the Resolution of its Montreux Congress, unless the first
. > . 8 /course is
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course is chosen and is supported by a well-conceived charter, "there will
inevitably be a reversion to the narrow economic nationalism of the inter-was
period with all that that entails for prosperity and even for peace".
6. A new Draft of the I.T.0. Charter (hereafter referred to as the Geneva
Draft) has now been produced in Geneva by the Second Session of the

Preparatory Committee for submission to the United Nations Trade and

Employment Conference meeting in Havana on 21 November 1947.
7. The Geneva Draft is the result of over four months of painstaking
efforts on the part of delegates of seventeen countries and of the
Conference Secretariat. In its over-all plan, this new Draft is better
than the previous ones and some important improvements have been made in
its provisions, though in essentials it differs little from the previous
Draft. The I.C.C. welcomes the improvements in the text, detailed reference
to which is made in the second part of this Report. It regrets, however,
that many of the fundamental revisions it suggested to the Geneva
Conference were not accepted. The I.C.C. urged the Conference to produce
a document which would be shorter and simpler than the previous one, in
which a sharper dividing line would be drawn between rule and exception,
between long-term and short-term provisions, between normal and emergency
provisions. It emphasized that the aims of the new organization should be
plainly set out and has made in the course of the Geneva Session concrete

suggestionss to that effect. :;
8. he real test of the Chartheter in whether it will reshult in Member
countries adapting their policies progressively to the requirements of

international economic solidarity and whether the existence of the I.T.O.
rell mak a'ubstantial differenc.e to the course of future.eents If
theCharter merely codifies eexistinag practice and is no mor than'
faithful portrait of the pietarpelwexities of our time, itsexesnc ill not
fualfil nth.e high hopesthat are plned ilt,
9 The .C.C.a"has rpepeatcedly pointed out th the'ccifi rolelf the

I.T.O.wo ith nte'Unted N'tiowo neirk economic agencies should be
sitle multilateralexchangeofgoodso spromote the frst bltil eeal'gxchanre of goods, Services,

capitt an ws'n.' 'eady in Brochure 106 it re ordd' iw ve*'ohe
disavants of combining in one Charter objectives which are potentially
confli ing,'but iChat emust now direct its attention to theeatr s it is.
The diversity of objectives in Chapter 1 and the probability that the aims
of stability of eemplooyment, and in some countries of thir ecnomic
devcelpmient)many icn certain circumstcnces 6oe Ino co fiotwth the

expansion of free multilateral trade, make it inevitable that recommendation
in regard to one objective are weakened by reservations introduced to permit

/action by
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action by Member countries for another objective.
10. The I.C.C. fully realizes the immense difficulties the Preparatory
Committee has had to copewith in the elaboration of the Charter. It ls
convlncedthatthe shortcomings of the Geneva Draft are due to nosmall
extent to the emergencies with which most countries are faced, andthat

these shortcomings could have been largely eliminated by segregating the
long-run and the short-run provisions of the Charter. The problem of

employment and the business cycle, of economic and industrial development,
and of the achievement of balance of payments equilibrium are capable of
being tackled withoutsacrificing the long-term objectives of theI.T.O.
viewed as an agency for thepromtion of freer multilateral tradeamong
nations.

/II THREE FUNDAMENTAL ISSUES
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II THREE FUNDAMENTAL ISSUES

1. Employment and the Business Cycle

11. The importance of the problem of maintaining economic activity and
employment at high levels has been emphasized by the I.C.C. in its Report on

Maximum Employment in a Free Society (Brochure 101, December 1946) as well as

in the Report presented to the Geneva Session of the Preparatory Committee
(Brochure 106). The widespread and protected unemployment of the Thirties
has left such painful memories throughout the world that, having emerged
from the cataclysm of the recent war, people are anxious not to fall again
into the threes of depression and governments of many countries have therefore
pledged themselves to policies of "full employment". Clearly, the problem
is not only one of domestic significance for the various countries, it is

also an international problem. On that there is general agreement; there is
no such agreement on the way in which one should interprete the International
character of the employment problem.
12. The I.C.C. believes that the Preparatory Committee has been too much
inspired by the conception that the requirements of employment policy,
nationally designed, must be a source of important exceptions to those
provisions of the Charter which would trade freer and more abundant.
Under Article 3, paragraph 1 of the Charter, each Member of the I.T.O.
undertakes to take action "designed to achieve and maintain full and productive
employment and large and steadily growing demand within its own territory,
through measures appropriate to its political, economic and social institutions".
Article 21, paragraph 3 (b) acknowledges that as a result of these domestic

policies, a country may got into balance of payment difficulties and prohibits
the Organization from suggesting to the member that a change in its domestic
policies would improve the situation. On the other hand, the Member is allowed
to safeguard the equilibrium of its balance of payments by quantitative trade

restrictions, in spite of the fact that the Charter aims, in principle, at the

elimination of such restrictions. In the same circumstances, a Member may also
engage in certain discrimanatory practices - a further exception to a basic

principle of the Charter. Thus, the employment goals of the Charter may clash
with the commercial policy goals.
13. The I.C.C. is of the opinion that the problem of employment is primarily
outside the scope of the I.T.O. That this is the case seems to be recognized
both implicitly and explicitly by the Preparatory Committee. Implicitly,
through the paucity of the provisions in Chapter II devoted to employment, none

of which provides the I.T.O. with concrete tasks to fulfil. Explicitly, by

stating in Article 2, paragraph 2, that "while the avoidance of unemployment or

under-employment must depend primarily on domestic measures, such measures

/should
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should be supplemented by concerted action under the sponsorship of the
Economic and Social Council of the United Nations in collaboration with the
appropriate inter-governmental organizations". This is an entirely accurate
description of the real position.
14. Granted that the maintenance of stable and prosperous conditions
throughout the world is indispensable if world trade is to flourish, measures
taken to promote employment should be such as not to interfere with the flow
of international commerce. There are many ways in which one can approach the
problem of business cycle policy; the I.C.C. considers it essential that the
methods chosen should not be disruptive of international economic relations.
It looksupon the requirements of a woll-knit world economy as limiting the
freedom of national action in the field of employment and business cycle
Policies. It follows that these policies should be designed not in a spirit of
nationalism and "insulation", but through a process of international
co-operation. The I.C.C. questions whether the proposed Intenational Trade
Organization is the proper place is which to work outon international approach
to business cycle policy, end it would view with favour the development of
appropriate methods of action outside of the I.T.O. There is no basic conflict
between high levels of production and employment in the various countries of
the world and the freedom of international economic relations. Where conflict
arises, this is by the adoption of an excessively nationalistic approach to the
problems of business cycles.
2.Econmic Development
15. The speeding-up of their economic development is a matter of great concern
to a number of countries whose natural resources, if properly developed,could
secure for their populations a higher standard of living than that experienced

at present. The I.C.C. is in complete sympathy with these aspirations. It
considered that the development of the latent wealth of any part of the globe is
a source of well-being not only for the population immediately concerned, but
for the world at large.
16. As in the case of employment policies, so in that of economic development,
the I.C.C. warns against the adoption of measures which are disruptive of the
fabric of international economic relations. Economic development.of an

under-developed area can be sought within the framework of expanding
multilateral trade andwith the assistance of foreign capital...Oritcan be
sought mainly by means of national programmes carried out behind the wall of
artificial barriers to international trade. The I.C.C. strongly urges the need
for adopting the first approach rather than the second.

/17. In the
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17. In the I.C.C.'s opinion, the problem of econmic development, important
though it is, lies outside the scope of an internationaltrade organization,
except to the extent to which the expansion of multilateral trade and the
creation of conditions favourable to foreign investment assists the economic
growth of under-developed areas. The provisions of Chapter III of the Geneva
Charter contain a number of possible exceptions to the basic commercial
Principles of the Charter in the interest of furthering economic development.
There is an evident danger that advantage may be taken of these provislons
to subserve narrowly nationalistic aims, and that protection may be given to

branches of industry or agriculture for which the country in question is
unsuited in the long run. The prime face case against measures to encourage
economic devolopment that are restrictive of internationaltrade, is a strong
One; and the Chamber would welcome a more explicit recognition of this in
Chapter III of the Charter.
3. Balance of Payments Problems

18. The Charter of the I.T.0. is being drafted at a time when a great
many countries are faced with serious difficulties in making their
international payments balance. These are due to exceptional import
requirements incidental to reconstruction coupled with a weakening of
productive capacity as a result of the dislocations and destructions of the war
On the other hand, certain countries with considerable productive capacity find
themselves faced with great export surpluses which are partly financed by
capital export, and partly lead to an international scarcity of particular
currencies. Countries experiencing balance of payments ditficulties and which
at the same time wish to avoid the depreciation of their national currencies

thus resort to various methods of curtailing their imports and of allocating
their inadequate supply of foreign exchange to purchases which have the highest
priority in terms of national reconstruction.
19. The Charter is bound to pay regard to the abnormal. conditions of the
present time and to provide for the possibility that measures may have to be
adopted which run counter to its essential objectives. Measures of this sort
are regrettable for their own sake and still more for the causes which
necessitate their adoption; while there is always the danger that emergency
measures, acceptable for a transition period, may become perpetuated by the
growth of vested interests and the sheer force of administrative inertia. They
therefore require the closest scrutiny at all times.
20. The maintenance of equilibrium in international paymentas, under norml
peace-time coinditions and n the absence of exchange controls and quantitative
restrictions is accomplished through the operation of price and market
mechanisms, though r t without serious fluctuations from time to time in the
general level of world prices and money incomes and in the volume of
international trade. The International Chamber of Commerce has consistently

/Advocated
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advocated policies aiming at the restoration as far as possible of these
mechanisms. It hopes that it will be practicable, when the Charter is revised,

to lessen the scope of the exceptions which are now included in it and to
provide for a nearer approach to the full operation of multilateralism. Full
recognition should be given to the disruptive effects narrowly conceived and
purely selfish national planning has upon international relations. Such
planning sooner or later leads to balance of payments difficulties andthese,
under the Geneva Charter, can legitimately give rise to the adoption of
quantitative restrictions and certain discriminatory practices.
21. Both these countries with balance of payments deficits and these with
chronic and cumulative surpluses should accept commitments to counteract these
tendencies by appropriate domestic policies. Were they to do this, the
assistance afforded by the International Monetary Fund should prove sufficient
to deal with short-term balance of payments difficulties arising under normal
peace-time conditions. At the same time it is right that the Charter should
provide Members of the I.T.O. with a procedure to deal with transition period
difficulties; exceptions will evidently have to be made from the long-range
policy principlesof the Charter to allow countries to solve their post-war
problems.
22. However, it must be realized that national action authorized by these
transition period exceptions cannot possibly cope with the present r

intesrnational diequilibrium. Special programmes of emergency action such as
he Marshall Plan" are indispensable. The Charter itself recognizes this in

Article 21, paragraph 5, where it states: "If there is a persistent and
widespread application of import restrictions under this Article, indicating
the existence of a general disequilibriium which s restricting international
trade, the Organization shall initiate discussions to consider whether other
measures migh,t be taken either by those Members whose balancesof payments
are under prressurre, o by those Members whose balances of payments are
tending to be exceptionally favourable, or by any appropriate inter-governmental
organization, to remove the underlying causes of the disequilibrium. On the
invitation of the Organization, Members shall participate in such di"scussions.

TRUCT/III T TSR
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III THE STRUCTURE OF THE I.T.O. CHARTER
23. The I.C.C. submits that the Charter of the I.T.O. should havehad quite
a different structure from that adopted by the Preparatory Committee. It
realizes, nevertheless, that the considerable amount of work that has gone
into the elaboration of the Geneva Draft makes it unlikely that the Havana
Conference will be able substantially to alter the framework as drafted.
The I.C.C. seriously questions whether the present Draft Charter ls likely
to fulfil all the expectations that are placed in it, and believes that
fundamental changes and amendments will prove inevitable. The I.C.C.
accordingly takes this opportunity of restating and amplifying its views.
The following suggestions are therefore no more than an elaboration of what
the I.C.C. has consistently urged in its successive reports to the
Preparatory Committee.
24. The I.C.C. considers that in the interests of effective operation of
the I.T.O.there would have been a gain if the structure of the Charter had
been divided into three parts:

(a) Statement of long-range principles of national policy in

international economic relations;
(b) Provisions relating to the present "transition period";

(6) Permanent emergency procedures.
25. The first and basic part of the Charter would include such long-range
commitments as thepromotion of multilateral trade, the reduction of tariffs,
the elimination of quantitative trade restrictions, non-discrimination and
most-favoured-nation treatment, the elimination of subsidies and of measures
or indirect protection, fair treatment of foreign investments. It might
also Include sections recognizing the importance to the world economy of
high and stable levels of employment and economic activity and of the
economic growth of under-developed areas, and emphasizing the need of
dealing with these problems in a manner compatible with the healthy
expansion of international trade. This part should be brief and should be

strong. Itshould be understandable to the man-ln-the-street. It should
serve as a guidance to governments and as an inspiration to publicopinion
during the difficult years ahead. It should be phrased in such a way as
to retain its meaning when more normal conditions have been restored.
26. The second part of the Charter would list the transition period
exceptions to the principles laid down in Part I. These exceptions should
be as few as possible and should be precisely worded. Instead of fixing
a time-limit, the I.T.O. should hold conferences at regular and frequent
intervals to review the situation and reduce, where possible, the number

/andscope
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and scope of the exceptions. In the meantime, the I.T.O. should Work in
close co-operation with all other appropriate international agencies with
a view to finding ways and means of removing the fundamental causes of the

disequilibria standing in the way of its long-run objectives. It should
also constantly keep the long-range principles of the Charter before

governments, so that these principles may increasingly guide their policies.
27. The third part of the Charter would provide permanent emergency
procedures. There is much concern in many countries today over the
possibility of serious difficulties and crises developing after what is
currently termed the "transition period" has come to an end. In view of

these anxieties and in order that they should not lead to a weakening of

the basic principles of the I.T.O., the Charter should include emergency

provisions. By virtue of these provisions, a country faced with grave and

urgent problems in its economic situation would find in the I.T.O. help
and guidance in the overcoming of its difficulties. It might be freed,
in agreement with the I.T.O.and for a limited duration, from certain of

the commitments entered into under Part I of the Charter as outlined above.
It might thus be authorized to adopt certain policies which stand in
opposition to the principles of the Charter, but it would be pledged to

work out its rehabilitation in consultation with the I.T.O. and to resume
its full duties as a Member of the I.T.O. as soon as circumstances made
this possible.

/IV - CONCLUSIONS
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ethnce aain Cntereeagnsthe esntofawetablishimeWeakanneffecualt ofa
Organization. '
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PART II
A REVIEW OF THE GENEVA CHARTER

30. The basic issues have been covered in Part I. This second part is a

more detailed review of the actual text of the Geneva Draft, chapter by
chapter. However, since Chapter I on the purposes of the ITO has already
been adequately covered in Part I, it opens with Chapter II.

Employment and Economic Activity
31. Chapter II of the Charter centres around the commitment of Members to
"take action designed to achieve and maintain full and productive employment
and large and steadily growing demand within its own territory through
measures appropriate to its political, economic and social institutions",
(Article 3 (1) ). As in the previous Draft, the Chapter ls inspired by the
theory which attributes economic depressions to deficiency of effective
demand, while considerations of economic structure are left out of account.
There is again an implicit assumption that governments are capable, through
their policies, of achieving and maintaining high and steady levels of
economic activity and employment, and there isstill no recognition of the
role of private enterprise and of spontaneous market supply.
32. The I.C.C. is pleased to note that the Geneva Draft places greater
emphasis than the New York Draft upon the international aspects of employment
policies. Thus, in Article 2, paragraph 2, it is now stated that domestic
measures for the avoidance of unemployment "should be supplemented by
concerted action under the sponsorship of the economic and Social Council
of the United Nations in collaboration with the appropriate inter-governmental
organizations". Emphasis is also placed in Article 5, paragraph 2, on "the
desirability of employing methods which expand rather than contrast
international trade".
33. It Is worth noting, however, that the implication behind the first of
the above-quoted statements is that the real objectives of Chapter II
belong jointly to a number of international agencies under the direction
and sponsorship of the Economic and Social Council. It is clear, in fact,
from the other provisions and particularly from Article 5 (1), that the
main practical effect of this Chapter is to qualify still further the
commitments entered into under Chapter IV.
34. Article 5 paragraph 1, admits that employment policies of the ITO
members adopted by virtue of this Chapter, may lead to balance of payments
difficulties which in turn may result in the adoption of new trade
restrictions. This is borne out by the provisions of Article 21,
paragraph 3 (b). *

/35. Shosuld uch
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35. Should such a course of events develop, the only remedyproposed is
that "the Member shall make its full contribution, while appropriate action

shall be taken by the other Members concerned, towards correcting the
situation". This is not clear and gives no precise directives for action
either by the Organization or by its Members.
*36. Article 7, which is concerned with "safeguards for Members subject
to external deflationary pressure", appears to imply the acceptance of a

particular theory concerning the propagation of economic depressions. The

I.C.C. still believes that the Charter of an international agency should
not commit that agency and its Members to the acceptance of any particular
body of theory in a much controverted field.

*37. Should countries faced with depression abroad and a decline in their

exports caused by such a depression radically restrict their imports by
virtue of Article 7 (instead of using the means of action provided elsewhere
by the Charter and by the International Monetary Fund), the result would be
a further shrinkage in international trade. This, experience shows, will
merely aggravate and perpetuate the depression. Article 7 is potentially
one of the most dangerous provisions of the Charter and should be deleted.

EconomicDevelopment
38. The I.C.C. is necessarily in full agreement on the general observations
of Article8 of the Draft Charter. It too believes that the economic
development of the under-developed areas of the world is highly desirable
as a means of raising living standards throughout the world. But,.in spite
of references here and there to other aspects of economic development, the

whole emphasis of the Chapter is still on the expansion and creation of

industry. The I.C.C. feels that the dangers of excessive industrialization
and of the protectionism arising out of it should receive special mention
in this Chapter, and that the importance to the world of greater efficiency
in agriculture, mining, forestry and fishing should be brought out

explicitly.

* The British National Committee dissents from paragraphs 36 and 37 of the
Report. It shares the opinion expressed in paragraph 37 that ill-
considered action to restrict imports, in the circumstances envisaged
in Article 7, would "aggravate and perpetuate the depression". It holds,
nevertheless, that the Charter should give formal recognition to the
fact that countries may, inn the interests of their domestic stability,
be forced to take action in order to protect themselves from balance of
payment difficulties resulting from deflationary pressure from abroad.
In the circumstances envisaged quantitative restrictions might well be
less detrimental to the aggregate volume of international trade than the
alternatives of either internal deflation or devaluation.

/39. The
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39. The International Chamber of Commerce misses in Article 8 any
reference to multilateral trade. In its opinion, multilateral trade creates
the environment in which economic development can be most effectively and
most safely pursued.
40. The International Chamber of Commerce notes that the Geneva Draft has
widened the scope of Chapter III to cover "reconstruction". This is
entirely justified on a short-term view. But the I.C.C. wonders whether
it is useful to do so in the Charter of a permanent international agency.
Once the transition period is over, references to "reconstruction" will
look out of place in the Charter.
41. As indicated in Part I of this Report, economic development is of
concern to the ITO only to the extent to which the growth of multilateral
trade and of International capital movements are helpful to the economic
advance of the less developed areas of the world. This is not, however, the
principal emphasis of Chapter III. Already in the New york Draft, economic
development took itsplace prominently among the broad exceptions to the
commitmentsentered into by members of the ITO elsewhere. The emphasis
remains uncharged in the Geneva Draft.
42. The I.C.C. notes with regret that not only has Article 13, which it
previously criticized as standing in opposition to the main objectives of
the Charter, been maintained, but that its provisions have become even less
satisfactory than they were before. In its previous form, the Article
contained the requirement of prior approval by the ITO of protective measures
introduced by a member to assist his domestic development programmes. In
the present Draft, there appear two escape clauses from the principle of
prior approval:

1. the Organization is instructed by the terms of paragraph 4 (b) of
Article 13 to concur in a restrictive measure adopted, ifit is
established that it is" unlikely to be more restrictive of international
trade than any other practicable and reasonable measure permitted under
this Charter which would be imposed without undue difficulty and that
it is the one moot suitable for the purpose having regard to the
economics of the industry or the branch of agriculture concerned and to
the current economic condition of the applicant Member". The Vagueness
of thisterminology is disquieting and it is also difficult to see how
it would be possible in actual practice to establish such a presumption.
2. the obligation of prior approval is waived etirely in cases
where the developing country is faced with a great increase of imports
of the products for which they are endeavouring to build up a domestic
industry (Article l3,4 c()). Since policie aiming ateconomic

/development
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development must in any event be carefully thought out in advance, it
is hard to see the justification for the introduction of an emergency
provislon of this kind in Article 13.

43. The provisions both of Article 15 and of Article 42 (see later) are
welcomed by the I.C.C. but only in so far as they are capable of contributing
to a regional organization of international trade which prepares the way to
or marks a step towards a world organization. The I.C.C., however, draws
attentlon to the danger of fostering by the same provisions autarkic policies
leading to the creation of areas of isolation or exclusion in international
trade. For that reason, it is essential that the words at present in square
brackets "by affirmative vote of two-thirds of the Numbers voting" should be
retained.

Foreign Investment ..*

44. he intinroduction io the Charter of fprthovisioofs oite hrticton of
foreigtn isnvestmens i asource of great satisthefaction theyo I.C.C. T

go some way to meet the recommendations contaiI.ned in the C to.C's Report
CtheereGeneva onfnc10e(,Brochurhee 6)andin t ReForeignsolution on

Investments adopted by its Montreux Congress.
45. BAy vcirtue ofrtile 11, (3), the maITO:omme"matioy fke recndansor
andint praomonalte erntioagreement on measures designejuetd to assurs
and equitable treatment for the enterprise, skills,rtsandcapital, a
technology brought from one Member country to clanother, inudingthe
elaboration and adoptneion of a geral agreement or statemciplesent of prin
oasuct,to tpocd tc,ties and treatment of forestimeigs".n inveazn'
46C Theel.C.Q, swbC.araces esulpunbphe 1asd ic of1Art$olisop2 atnd alaqso
part of sub-paragraph 2 (a) which states that no Membemr seshall ipo
requirements on the investments of nationals of other mecharembers whi ach
appreciably more onerous than those imoposed on otiertationals.s wn of heis.n
Unfosrtunaeytthe rent f paragraph 2 (a) sets owut hexemptions Vhiw i

effecpt nullify the rotection accorded in the earslyaagparh.t of thi prrap
The I.C.C.s strongly urgereconsideration of paragraph 2, because it
conmsiioderds the exeptnan compensations proposedamongwill create
potesntial nvestoraa sense of even greater insecurity th,an at presentoand
will anthusretard r not advance economic dePvelopments.o aragrapP2 uld
be limited to the statement in the first sentence of pa),andaragraph 2(,n
the Ornation relgaid pon to elaborate assibleasg.seon as pouslssr
agreement on the conduct and treatment invesdofntasfoererigntmes rfered
to IIin .Article (3)

.C47.stThe .mu dissentI fr.Cmhe official commentarydoappende4tf
paragraph 2 of Aticle 12, according to which'sobd"a Membeligation to
ensure the pjayment of ust consideration or just compensation to a foreign
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national (in so far as it is an obligation to make payment in currency) is

essentially an obligatton to make payment in thelocalcurrencyof that
Member". The problem of compensation arises especially in the case of
foreigninvestments affected bya nationalization program; in such a

case, it is essential thata guarantee of transfer should accompany the
obligation to make just compensation; under the present interpretation,
the foreign investor may find himself, under certain circumstances, owner
of a large blocked balance in a possibly depreciating currency. In such a

case, the compensation received would not return to him a fair and freely
available equivalent of the investment which he had previously made in
good faith.

Commercial Policy
48. T1iniders th Chaptelr obn commeaerciica topollQy e e hcart
Of te C.htanoterte-, twipproval -themostu estatent of the
foirettl princilt' he opsecningosf thi.i hmapstsr. Bu' set, iseo

hgdsteqmesaslnls'rom Git'supprt of the principle of expanding:
multilateral trade. Coming after the Chapters on emplocymentc and eonomi
dwevelopenthas hi h, as been pointed out, consotitute imp tantsderosation
le,Cof hap eIr' shoul at least provide an unambiguousgucianoe
to the lo-ngtmer o cmmerial policies of Members of the I.TO
49. CphatIVelar ys down the following general rules:

(Membedr uJbertake to negotiate substantial reductisl o0 ;

tfsfandao ther charges on imports and exportcse(rtcie17,1ol;");
b)m re undertbrade to negotiatte .h eliminaion ofcpefedcernosdan
not to incrseeaexisting margsin of preference (Article 17, 1);
)( Members undertake not to resort to measures of inpirectprotection o,
uaeh,iisipolion of internal taxes and other tein ncal'arges'f
any kindin cessxeof those applied directly or indecirtltoly ike
pducrsot of nationaorl igiAn(rtlice 18, ;1)* ",'
erta(d)n Members ukoeotto imaintainanyprohibitionsinstitute or hnsain any.Tpbibio
and retritions other than duties, taxes or other charges, whether

mdmport or export licences orotherte effective tbrough quotas, i r otteri1ioonex QQoth
bermew,i'e nyortu tyootherMmemV P'ofaQ#4m
counetryr on"haexporation or sale for -xport f 'ny prouct
destined for any other Member outry (Article 20, 1);
s(e)i Membrs sha snoi rn oanyubisdcy,y;whethoer direccl,;yr dretl
on thexfprtation o±ahyo producainanyt, or establiaish intW' or

usytencem'houclnd ratapriceest iit xpoa salc lowrahante4 rio
opicelpr16d th like prbodurscit thedomesticyiuye.stno breereomeiaAutket2,tNersgreatsancsubsl'; o)t.e:r well angebsag.uiy

oeucxporichhastateffectofairdioucnwh fha thecet offor
Mencreasee shar of world traindewt4pertculartzhae ilt &"oduct
82rtUO.a /50. The
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50. The general rules set out in paragraph 20 above should be the basic
principles of the Charter and the exceptions to them are acceptable only if
they have been framed in order to deal with emergencies. The operation of
the emergeny provisions must not be allowed to deprive these principles of
their paramount importance and validity as long-term objectives. While it
cannot be denied that circumstances may arise where the application of
restrictions is necessary, the International Chamber of Commerce wishes
again to lay stress on the strength of the prima facie case against measures
which are restrictive of internationaltrade,and its strong desire that
the Charter should recognize more explicitly and emphatically than is at
present the case both the obligation of Members to pursue domestic policies
which are not harmful to world trade, and also the duty of the ITO to survey
and report on all restrictive measures, with a view to reaching agreement
union their withdrawal at the earliest possible moment, In the course of
revision and in the work of elaborating the exceptional provisions of the
Charter, there would seem to have been a regrettable lose of balance, with
the result that the primary function of the ITO - that of woking for the
development and expansion of freer world trade - has been overshadowedby
the sheer volume and complexity of these exceptional provisions.

Preferences
51. A lengthy list of preferences which are in effect at the present time
and are listed in annexes A to F of the Geneva Draft Charter may remain in
force (Article 16, 2). They will be gradually reduced by the process of
tariff negotiation and the application of most-favoured-nation treatment
(Article 17, 1).
52. While this process of reducing or eliminating existing preferences by
autonomous measures or negotiations is going on, temporary economic
arrangements or permanent customs unions may, in accordance with Article 42,
be concluded, subject to prior approval by the International Trade
Organization. The I.C.C. believes, as it has already stated in connection
with Article 15, that such arrangements are to be recommended provided that
they contribute, through the reconstruction or organization of certain
areas of the world, to the expansion of world trade and that they do not
create unfair discrimination against third countries.

Quantitative Restrictions
53. In spite of the general rule against quantitative restrictions in
Article 20,1, to which reference, has been made, the GenevaDraft ofthe
ITO Charter sanctions quantitative restrictions as transitional or
emergency devices which, if they became permanent instrument of commercial
policy, would be completely destructive of the rule itself.Even apart
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from the emergency provisions under Article 20, 2(a), and Article 43, II
(the latter bearing a time limit of 1 January 1951), quantitative restrictions
are allowed:

(a) to protect balance of payments (Article 21),
(b) to protect, under conditions laid down in Chapter II, national

employment programes,
(c) to protect, under conditions laid down in Chapter III, national
development programmes.

The latter two points have already been dealt with in this Part of the
Report; the balance of payments provisions are discussed below.

Balance of Payments Provisions*
54. As regards the balance of payments, undoubted dangers may arise from

the operation of maximum employment policies, if these are unwisely
conceived. The I.C.C. would draw particular attention to the provisions
of Article 21, 3 (b) (i), which states that: "Notwithstanding the provisions
of paragraph 2 of this Article, no Member shall be required to withdraw or

modify restrictions on the ground that a change in such policies would
render unnecessary the restrictions which it is applying under this
Article". Thiscould open the road to very serious and protracted
infringements of the general rule against quantitative restrictions. The
International Chamber of Commerce is not satisfied that the great importance
of the obligation of Members to pursue their national employment and
development policies in ways which are not destructive of the balance of
payments equilibrium, and thereby of the world economy, is sufficiently
emphasized by the undertakings of Members under paragraph 3 (c) of the same
Article. It would welcome a more specific recognition of the harm that
might be done to international trade and well-being under the guise of
national policies. Furthermore, it considers that the ITO should have the
duty of reporting at regular intervals on quantitative restriction which
are imposed in the circumstances envisaged in Article 21, 3 (b), and that
any such report should have regard to the way in which the undertakings in
Article 21, 3 (c) have been carried out by the Member applying the
restrictions.

* The Swiss National Committee, supported by several other National
Committees, wishes to draw attention to the fact that, were Article 21
to remain unchanged, it would hardly be reasonable to refuse to countries
whose payments at present balance, the same freedom of action granted to
those whose balances of payments are in disequilibrium. Action taken by
the latter under Article 21 may in fact Inflict serious damage on the
former and these, in turn, should logically be entitled in their turn
to take defensive action.

/55. It will
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55. It will be noted that according to sub-paragraph b (ii), "any Member
applyingimport restrictions under this Article may determine the incidence
of the restrictions on imports of different products or classes of products
in such a way as to give priority to the importation of those products
which are more essential in the light of such policies". This provision,
it is feared, may open the door to widespread discrimination and perhaps
even to bilateralism.
56. Detailed consultation provisions are listed under paragraph 4 of
Article 21. The I.C.C. regrets, however, the absence of prior approval by
the Organization, which, except under conditions of real crisis or urgency,
it considers to be of great importance. The provision of sub-paragraph (c)
that"any Member may consult with the Organization with a view to obtaining
the prior approval of the Organization for restrictions which the Member
proposes, under this Article, to maintain, intensify or institute" is
rendered ineffectual by the fact that it is a permissive and not a mandatory
clause. The paragraph continues with provisions for what happen should the
Organization approve in advance these restrictions; but nothing is said
about what happens if the approval should be denied.
57. The final paragraph of Article 21 in worthy of very special notice.
it recognizes that the "safeguarding" of balances of payments by quantitative
restrictions may lead to a widespread contraction of international trade and
that measures outside the scope of the Charter provisions may be required
as a corrective. In the opinion of the I.C.C. it is precisely these latter
measures which constitute the real answer to the problem of a persistent
and widespread disequilibrium in balances of payments.
58. In paragraph 3, sub-paragraph c (ii) of this Article, there is an
undertaking not to apply restrictions... "which would prevent the importation
of commercial samples or prevent compliance with patent, trade mark,
copyright or similar procedures". The I.C.C. welcomes this provision inso
far as it goes some way to meeting the recommendation submitted on this
subject to the Geneva meeting by its Montrouz Congress (Resolution 35). It
feels, however, that the whole question of the treatment of samples and
advertising material, which is of great importance to commerce, should be
dealt with on its own merits under the general commercial provisions of-
Chapter IV where it properly belongs, instead of being buried as a sid-issue
in the complex balance of payments provisions of the Charter.

Non-Discrimination .

59. The New York Draft of the ITO Charter provided for the non-discriminatory
administration of quantitative restrictions. This provision remains in the
Geneva Draft, but the exceptions to the rule have been made more comprehensive.
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60. Quantitative restrictions are almost inevitably discrinatory, as the
I.C.C. has frequently pointed out in the past. Indeed, this is one of
their main drawbacks. The rule that "in applying import restrictions to
any product. Members shall aim at a distribution of trade in such a product
approaching as closely as possible to the shares which the various Member
countries might be exported to obtain in the absence of such restrictions"
Is theoretically sound, but inapplicable in practice, since in a changing
world no one can know what trade channels would develop in the absence of
actually existing trade restrictions.
61. The exceptions to the rule of non-discrimination now listed in
Article 23 are far too extensive. According to paragraph 1 (a): "the
Members recognize that when a substantial and widespread disequilibrium
prevails in international trade and payments, a Member applying restrictions
under Article 21 may be able to increase its imports from certain sources
without unduly depleting its monetary reserves, if permitted to depart from
the provisions of Article 22. The Members also recognize the need for close
limitation of such departures so as not to handicap achievement of
multilateral international trade." This last sentence is inadequate as a
safeguard. Whereas Article 21, 3 (b) (ii), admits discrimination by
products, the above quoted paragraph admits discrimination by countries.
What they amount to, taken in conjunction, is a declaration that the
principle of non-discrimination is a fair-weather principle, and that
"anything goes" under conditions of international economic disequilibrium.
But it is precisely in the latter circumstances that the need for
international discipline and mutual understanding becomes paramount.
62. The I.C.C. approves the provision of paragraph 3 of Article 23,
according to which prior approval by the Organization will be required after
1 March 1952, for any action taken under this Article. It also welcomes
the provision that the ITO will report on action taken by members under
this Article and that those reports will be made annually thereafter. It
notes finally that, should the Organization determine, as a result of its
review of the international situation, that a general disequilibrium in
international trade and payments has ceased to exist, the provisions of
Article 23, paragraph 1, will be suspended and that all actions authorized
thereunder shall cease six months later.

Relations with International Monetary Fund
63. The Geneva Charter marks a great advance over the New York Draft in
the direction of establishing close working relations between the ITOand
the International Monetary Fund. Article 24, 1, stipulates that "the
Organization shal seek co-operation with the International Monetary Fund
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to the end that the Organization and the Fund may pursue a co-ordinated policy
with regard to exchange questions within the jurisdiction of the Fund and

questions of quantitative restrictions and other trade measure thin the

jurisdiction of the Organization."
64. The I.C.C. feels some apprehension as to whether action permitted under
Article 21, as limited by its paragraph 2 (a) read with Article 24(a),..
be able to be taken sufficiently early to prevent the economic situation of
the country concerned from becoming seriously impaired. It, therefore,
wishes to emphasize the importance of ensuring that the International Trade

Organization, in conjunction with the International Monetary Fund, shall
institute the necessary enquiries and consultations as early as possible,
and as soon as it realized that a situation is developing which Is likely
to lead to a serious decline in a country's monetary reserves.
65. The I.C.C. which has consistently favoured a close working relationship
between the two institutions, welcomes the provisions of Article 24. It
note in particular that in all. matters relating to monetary reserves,
balances of payments and foreign exchange arrangements, the ITO shall

"accept all findings of statistical and other facts presented by the
International Monetary Fund". In particular, the Organization in
administering Article 21 shall accept "the determination of the

International Monetary Fund as to what constitutes a serious decline in
the Member's monetary reserves, a very low level of its monetary reserves
or a reasonable rate of increase in its monetary reserves...".

66. The Article in question also contains the important provision that
"Members shall not, by exchange action, frustrate the intent of the

provisions of this section, nor by trade action, frustrate the intent of

the provisions of the Articles of Agreement of the International Monetaiy

Fund" (paragraph 4).
Subsidies

67. The I.C.C. believes that Section C would be strengthened by placing
Article 26, which contains the general anti-subsidy rule, before
Article 25.
68. Iit s further suggested that the provision of Article 28 that "no
Member shall grant any subsidy on the exportation of any product which has
the effect of acquiring for that Member a share of world tradie n that
producit n excess of the share which it had during a previous representative
period.... " should logically follow paragraph 1 of Article 26, and that both
should be placed at the head of this Section on Chapter IV.
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69. The I.C.C. draws attention to the danger that the exceptions to the

anti-subsidy rule my lead in practice to the wide application of an instrument
of commercial policy whlch may seriously distort the normal channels of world

trade.
State Trading

70. In commenting on the previous Draft of the Charter, the I.C.C. suggested
that the provisions dealing with complete State monopolies of foreign trade.
should be either entirely re-written or left out of the Charter. TheI.C.C. .
notes with approval that the Article dealing with this subject in the

New York Draft (Article 33) does not appear in the Geneva Draft, The I.C.C.
also, notes that thequestion of relationship with non-Members has not
been settled in Geneva and that the Preparatory Committee has established, in
Article 93,three alternative texts for submission to the World Conference.

71. The provisions on State trading that remain deal with the conduct of

business by State enterprises in a non-discriminatory way solely in accordance
with commercial considerations (Article 30), and with the expansion of trade
by State monopolies ofindividual products (Article 31). These provisions
are not substantially different from Articles 31 and 32 of the New york Draft,
and the I.C.C.'s comments on these Articles presented to the Geneva Session
of the Preparatory Committee (Brochure 106, paragraphs 54 to 58 and 99 to 101)
are still applicable to the Geneva Draft.

General Commercial Provisions
72. Most of the detailed provisions grouped under this heading of the Charter
are of great practical importance to the business man engaged in international
trade. In many respects the Geneva Draft is an improwvement over the Ne York
Draft, but the I.C.C. has certain suggestions to make for still further

clarifying the provisions of this Section.

73. Article 33 lays down the conditions governing the application of
anti-dumping and countervailing duties. This Article woulvd be greatly improed
if it were preceded by a paragraph or by a separate article placing an

obligation on Members of the ITO to refrain from dumping. In that case,

the notion of dumping would itself have to be clearly defined. The effect
of the Article as it stands at present is merely to give Membership authority
to levy anti-dumping and countervailing duties at their own discretion in
circumstances which are not defined with sufficient precision. It should be
remembered that thereis a grave doubt as to whether tuheimposition of sch
duties is compatible with the most-favoured-nation clause.
74. From the point of view of the trader, Article 34 on valuation for
customs purposes is more satisfactory than .the previous Draft It still fails,
however, to meet the need of "a simple rule-of-thumb method for assessing
duties" (Brochure 106, paragraph 68) which would reduce to a minimum the
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present uncertainty, delays, and disputes. The I.C.C. still urges that the
definition of "actual value" should be the actual price shown on the commercial
or consularinvoice, unless there is reason to suspect fraud, and not a price
which the customs administration has to work out on the basis of ill-defined
criteria. The I.C.C. would prefer to see Article 34 cut down to two
paragraphs only, the first paragraph being the present opening paragraph of
Article 34, and the second paragraph consisting simply of paragraph 3 (a).
This would leave it to the ITO to work out a satisfactory international
system of valuation based on a thorough investigation of present practice
and of the needs of trade.

75. As regards Article 35 on Formalities connected with importation and
exportation the I.C.C. believes that the Havana Conference might usefully
adopt a resolution in favour of an early conference under the suspices of the
ITO or of the Economic and Social Council for thesimplification of import
and export formalities. The need for improvement in this field is particularly
urgent.* ' ..

7 . With regad.o mers of origin (Article 36), administration of trade
regulations (Article 37), information, statistics and trade terinolog.
( rticle'8). h. I.C is i full agreement wiGh tveCenea Iaft.

believes, however, that Article 38 would be improved by ceftothe ;

eimportance of unifying Customs nomenclatures, wichasone so o

before the war by the League of Nations.
Emergency Action on Imort f Parciola;Prodots

7c7s. Unadewr thiss heading Article 40 providesthcesstars awoooesioQs ell e

concessiones ith respect to preferences may be withdrae, should thoybe
followed by such increase in imports as to "cause or threaten serious injury"
to domestic producers of like or directly competitive products. This
provision makes it possible fo Member towithdraw unilaterally from a

taesri .greemenrat. It is true that the Article providra,in its paivaph 2,
for procedure oZ onsultatiaon, but it is also provided (paragraph 3) that if
no agreeedt is reachb among interested M mbes in the.couse of such...
consultaations, the unilateral action referred to above cn nevertheless be,.
taken, Memberisffected by such unilateral action may take retalative.
measures. ..-,

78The I.Q views with apprehension this acceptance of-th rinq4pleo
unilateral cancellation of trade concessions adoby agreement andthe^
possibilities of economic strife latent in the provisions f paragrap.
of thisArticle, " .,,
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Restrictive Business Practices
79. The I.C.C. continues to believe that the present Draft of this Chapter is
as good an attempt at steering an acceptable middle course between the opposing
points of view as could be hoped for.
80. The I.C.C. has only one observation to add. A new provision has been
included under Article 44, paragraph 3 (g), giving the Organization power to
decide what "similar practices" are restrictive business practices. The I.C.C.
urges that if this provision is to be maintained at all, it would be preferable
to word it as followed: "any similar practices which the Conference by a
two-thirds majority may from time to time decide are restrictive business
practices".

Inter-Governmental Commodity Agreements
81. The I.C.C. notes with satisfaction the improvements in the new text of
Chapter VI. Definitions have been made clearer and the procedure proposed for
study groups and conferences less cumbersome.
82. The I.C.C. welcomes the placing at the head of Chapter VI of a definition
of the term "primary commodities" (Article 53). The I.C.C. feels, however, that
that while the definition given in paragraph 1 of this Article isvery clear,
the notion of what range of commodities is covered by Chapter VI becomes
less and less precise in the subsequent paragraphs. In particular,
paragraph 3 would seem to make it possible for government to enter into
commodity agreements with respect to manufactured goods. The I.C.C. strongly
urges the deletion of this paragraph.
83. The scope of the provisions of Chapter VI would be made much clearer if
Article 52 were to indicate the production and marketing characteristics which
distinguish commodities covered by the Chapter from other commodities, and if
Article 53, paragraph 1, were specifically to exclude manufactured goods.
84. The I.C.C. continues to hold that if inter-governmental commodity
agreements are permissible and even desirable in certain circumstances, so are
agreements between private producers. In fact, such agreements should
normally be between the producers concerned, unless they are too numerous
and dispersed.
85. As the I.C.C. has already pointed out in its comments on the New York
Draft (Brochure 106, paragraph 124), it should be made clear in this Chapter
that inter-governmental commodity agreements are temporary emergency
arrangements, and not a permanent feature of economic life.

Settlement of Differences
86. The I.C.C. is glad to see that, in accordance with the proposal it made
in its Report to the Geneva Meeting (Brochure 106), the provisions relating
to the settlement of differences and to interpretation have now been grouped
into a separate Chapter of the Geneva Draft (Chapter VIII).
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87. The Preparatory Committee refers the subject for particularly careful
re-examination to the Havana Conference. In view of this recommendation, the
I.C.C. wishes to suggest again that a machinery of conciliation and arbitration
should be set up comprising three distinct stages of action (of Brochure 106,
paragraph 134):

(a) The Organization should pe under an obligation to make recommendations
to Members in circumstances where it has reason to believe that differences
or disputes are likely to arise;
(b) when a complaint or a dispute actually occurs, the Organization should
be under an obligation to provide its good offices for purposes of
conciliation;
(c) Members should undertake, in case conciliation fails, to submit
dispute to an arbitration tribunal external to the Organization, aided
where necessary by technical assessors.

Review of the Charter
88. Article 96 provides that "the Conference (of the ITO) shall convene a

special session for the purpose of reviewing the provisions of this Charter
before the end of the tenth year after its entry into force". In vlew of the
fact that the Charter contains a great many provisions inspired by the present
emergency situation of many countries of the world, it is particularly desirable,
in the opinion of the I.C.C., to include in the Charter machinery for the
revision and liquidation of such provisions at the earliest possible moment,
The I.C.C. suggests therefore that the ten years period provided under
Article 96 is too long and that the ITO Conference should be called in special
session at regular and frequent intervals to review the international
situation and examine the need for changes in the provisons of the Charter.


